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Abstract 13 

The unrivalled growth in e-commerce of animals and plants presents an unprecedented opportunity to 14 

monitor wildlife trade to inform conservation, biosecurity, and law enforcement. Using the Internet to 15 

quantify the scale of the wildlife trade (volume, frequency) is a relatively recent and rapidly developing 16 

approach, which currently lacks an accessible framework for locating relevant websites and collecting 17 

data. Here, we present an accessible guide for Internet-based wildlife trade surveillance, which uses a 18 

repeatable and systematic method to automate data collection from relevant websites. Our guide is 19 

adaptable to the multitude of trade-based contexts including different focal taxa or derived parts, and 20 

locations of interest. We provide information for working with the diversity of websites that trade 21 

wildlife, including social media platforms. Finally, we discuss the advantages and limitations of web data, 22 

including the challenges presented by trade occurring on clandestine sections of the Internet (e.g., deep 23 

and dark web).   24 

  25 
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Background 26 

Introduction 27 

The wildlife trade is an influential driver of species endangerment; as well as spreading invasive species 28 

and diseases, and provisioning criminal activity (‘t Sas-Rolfes et al. 2019). Wildlife trade occurs across a 29 

variety of physical and virtual settings, including ‘brick and mortar’ stores, wet markets, and digital 30 

platforms on the Internet (e.g., Alfino & Roberts 2018). Reliable data on the quantity and composition of 31 

the wildlife trade (legal and illegal) is vital for informing decisions about conservation, biosecurity, and 32 

law enforcement; and developing human behavior change campaigns. Yet this data is rarely collected, or 33 

is difficult to obtain (Regueira & Bernard 2012; Eskew et al. 2020). In recent years, the Internet has 34 

played an increasingly important role in facilitating the wildlife trade (Siriwat & Nijman 2020).  35 

  36 

To date, researchers have used data from the Internet in various ways to inform wildlife trade research, 37 

and assist in practical management; including law enforcement. These studies have generally been small 38 

in scale (i.e., monitoring one or few websites), but have nonetheless revealed the utility of the Internet 39 

to describe different aspects of the wildlife trade. In the context of conservation, classified websites 40 

have been used to estimate intensity of trade, and support increases in the legal protection of high-risk 41 

species (Rowley et al. 2016). For biological invasions, online pet stores have been used to inventory non-42 

native species (Stringham & Lockwood 2018). Lost and Found websites have been used to estimate 43 

propagule pressure, a major determinant of non-native establishment probability (Cassey et al. 2018), 44 

for commonly held exotic pets (e.g., turtles: Kikillus et al. 2012). In terms of assisting law enforcement, 45 

listings from online classifieds have been used to quantify the illegal trade (Ye et al. 2020), and social 46 

media websites have been used to track the intensity of legal and illegal trade (Jensen et al. 2019).  47 

 48 
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As the volume and frequency of wildlife trade increases over the Internet, having a unified method for 49 

using the Internet to obtain data on the wildlife trade becomes more critical for researchers. However, 50 

such a methodology, or ‘guide’, does not currently exist. By outlining a guide with repeatable steps we 51 

hope to facilitate reproducible methods for using the Internet as a data source (including finding 52 

websites, data collection and curation). Further, a guide can serve as a primer for investigating 53 

unexplored contexts of the trade, including new locations and different focal taxa, or emerging trade in 54 

derived parts and commodities.  55 

 56 

Here, we present an accessible guide to using the Internet to gather data on the wildlife trade. We 57 

developed the methodology through our collective knowledge of working with web data and the wildlife 58 

trade, combined with the methods used in prior published studies. Our goal is for this guide to be used 59 

by scientists, NGOs, government agencies, and other interested parties, who wish to utilize the Internet 60 

as a source of data on the wildlife trade.  61 

 62 

Structure of the Internet 63 

The Internet (i.e., the World Wide Web or simply the Web) is categorized into three distinct ‘layers’: the 64 

surface web, the deep web, and the dark web (Figure 1; Bergman 2001). Each layer differs in one of two 65 

factors: whether it’s accessible without logging in or invitation (i.e., is publicly viewable) and whether it 66 

is indexed by a search engine (i.e., will appear as a result in a search engine). The surface web includes 67 

any website that is publicly viewable and is indexed by search engines (e.g., e-commerce websites). The 68 

deep web includes websites or online content that require either logging in or an invitation to view (e.g., 69 

social media, private messaging apps). Some deep web sites may be indexed by a search engine (e.g., 70 

public Facebook or Twitter posts), while others may not (e.g., WhatsApp). The dark web contains 71 

purposefully hidden content that requires specialized software to access, requires either logging in, or 72 
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an invitation to view, and is not indexed by any search engine (Chen 2011; CRS 2017). The degree to 73 

which researchers can find relevant wildlife trade content on the Internet will be influenced by how 74 

‘findable’ a website/content is (e.g., can a search engine find it). Further, the ethical considerations of 75 

collecting data will in part depend on how ‘accessible’ the website is (e.g., is deceit or limited disclosure 76 

required to gain access to the content; Section 4.1).  77 

 78 

What data is available?  79 

Data availability on wildlife trade varies by website and even within a website (Appendix S1; Toivonen et 80 

al. 2019). On a basic level, online advertisements (i.e., listings or posts) are provided in the form of text, 81 

pictures and/or videos. Foremost, the name of the species, taxa, or derived product traded is usually 82 

stated. Characteristics of the traded taxa or product can include quantity (number, size, volume), age, 83 

sex, size, color, morph, and provenance (domestic bred or wild caught/harvested). The physical location 84 

of the advertisement (i.e., city) and metadata on the advertisement itself, such as the number of page 85 

views and username of the trader, may be provided. Further, the current purpose for which the wildlife 86 

is being used (pet, medicinal, food, etc.) along with the rationale for trading the wildlife (e.g., profit, 87 

lifestyle change) can sometimes be ascertained from advertisements with open text fields. These 88 

attributes may aid in understanding motives around wildlife trade participation or consumption (i.e., 89 

Conservation Culturonomics: Ladle et al. 2016). 90 

Guide to using the Internet to monitor and quantify the wildlife trade  91 

We specify our guide in six steps (Figure 2): (1) defining the scope and purpose of the project; (2) finding 92 

candidate websites; (3) selecting target websites to monitor; (4) collecting and storing data from 93 

websites; (5) cleaning data; and (6) analysis. Here, we detail the process of each step leading up to 94 

analysis. We generalize this guide for websites found in any layer of the Internet (including social media) 95 
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and discuss how to adapt this guide to different languages and countries. Further, in Figure 3, we 96 

provide two hypothetical case studies to accompany and contextualize each step of the guide. For more 97 

generalized frameworks on working with social media and online news outlets, refer to Toivonen et al. 98 

(2019) and Sonricker Hansen et al. (2012), respectively.   99 

 100 

1. Defining the scope and purpose of the project 101 

At a minimum, it is essential to decide which species, taxa, and/or derived products are of interest, the 102 

location(s) of interest, and the timeframe for data collection (i.e., one-time snapshot, versus ongoing 103 

monitoring for months to years). Further, considering what type of website (Appendix S1) or layer of the 104 

Internet may be appropriate. On a practical note, the research questions that can be answered will be 105 

influenced by the data available on the Internet. Thus, there will likely need to be some exploration of 106 

the websites and the kind of data they provide (Steps 2 − 3). Examples of project aims include: 107 

quantifying the trade in parrots in different regions of China (Ye et al. 2020); investigating the sale of 108 

pangolin-leather boots in the US (Heinrich et al. 2019); exploring the social network structure of sellers 109 

of horticultural orchids (Hinsley et al. 2016). 110 

 111 

2. Finding candidate websites where specific taxa and wildlife products are traded 112 

Here, we detail a method to find candidate websites (e.g., e-commerce sites, forums) by using search 113 

engines. Finding relevant social media content requires special considerations, which we detail in 114 

Section 2.4. Outside of the search engines, other approaches to finding candidate websites and choosing 115 

target websites (Section 3) include: interviewing a specific community of practice (e.g., reptile keepers 116 

and traders); or collaborating with other researchers actively engaged in online wildlife-trade 117 

monitoring (e.g., governmental agencies or NGOs). It is important to note that the Internet is transient: 118 

traders go out of business and new ones emerge. Thus, websites found at one point in time can differ in 119 
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composition and function if surveyed later. If the goal is long-term monitoring, we suggest revising the 120 

list of current relevant websites at regularly timed intervals. 121 

 122 

2.1 Surface Web 123 

For the surface web, finding candidate websites involves three steps: (1) defining keyword phrases to 124 

search; (2) using a search engine to perform searches; and (3) classifying the relevance of each search 125 

result. This part of the methodology is akin to the process of finding relevant scientific papers in a 126 

systematic review or meta-analysis (i.e., PRISMA methodology: Koricheva et al. 2013). However, instead 127 

of searching the scientific literature, the Internet is searched (via search engines), and not all candidate 128 

results will be used for data collection (Section 3).  129 

 130 

2.1.1 Defining search phrases 131 

Search phrases are composed of a combination of relevant keywords. We recommend developing a 132 

suite of keywords for each target taxa (e.g., species name, common name, product name), type of 133 

websites (Appendix S1), and location of interest. Other useful keywords include adding the terms “for 134 

sale” or “buy”. Example search phrases may be: “snakes for sale Australia”, “marine fish forum USA”, or 135 

“orchid store UK” (See Appendix S2 for a detailed example). These search phrases should be in the 136 

language(s) written in the location of interest. There may be a need to refine keywords after exploratory 137 

investigation of search engine results. In particular, there may be trade names (i.e., names for species or 138 

taxa used in the wildlife trade community, but not commonly used among scientists), local/regional 139 

names, or names of breeds, morphs, and mutations (e.g., Lyons and Natusch 2013), which are not 140 

captured in the initial formulation of search phrases.  141 

 142 
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2.1.2 Using search engines to perform searches 143 

Search engines (e.g., Google) use proprietary algorithms to return a list of URLs (i.e., website addresses) 144 

when a search phrase is input. Search engine algorithms consider the relevance of the keywords, the 145 

popularity of the website (i.e., the number of page views), and, increasingly, the location of where the 146 

search occurs (Langville and Meyer 2011). The results from a search engine are expected to change at 147 

any point in time for a number of reasons including: changes to the search engine algorithm, changes to 148 

website popularity metrics, the emergence of new websites, and a change in the location of where the 149 

search is performed. Once a keyword phrase is searched, the search engine will likely return millions of 150 

URLs per phrase. We recommend choosing a cutoff point that balances the quality of search results with 151 

search effort (Appendix S3). Because search engines can use the user’s location to provide personalized 152 

results (e.g., Google: https://policies.google.com/technologies/location-data), extra steps must be taken 153 

to ensure that the search engine provides location- and language-relevant results. One way to control 154 

the location is to use advanced search features (e.g., https://www.google.com/advanced_search), which 155 

allows the researcher to specify which country and languages to restrict a search to. In addition, using a 156 

VPN (virtual private network) may alleviate location issues.  For more information on search engines, see 157 

Appendix S3.  158 

 159 

2.2 Deep web and dark web (non-social media) 160 

Websites on the deep web indexed on search engines will be findable using the same approach outlined 161 

for the surface web (e.g., private forums). Currently, there are no generalizable or automated methods 162 

for locating deep web content or websites not indexed by search engines (e.g. WhatsApp, WeChat, 163 

other private messaging apps) nor dark web content, outside of expert consultation or interviewing 164 

communities of practice. While some algorithms exist for querying deep websites (e.g., Liakos et al. 165 

2016), the actual implementation of these algorithms as web crawlers must be tailored for each 166 

https://policies.google.com/technologies/location-data
https://www.google.com/advanced_search
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individual instance, and require unique login details. This severely limits any large-scale monitoring 167 

efforts. 168 

 169 

2.3 Classifying search engine results 170 

After obtaining URLs from search results, each will need to be categorized as relevant or irrelevant. 171 

Relevance is subjective and we recommend defining inclusion/exclusion criteria depending on the scope 172 

and purpose of the study. One obvious inclusion criterion is whether the target taxa is traded on the 173 

website. Another criterion can be the type of transaction that occurs on the website. Specifically, on the 174 

Internet, there are varying levels of ‘directness’ of trade. For instance, some e-commerce companies will 175 

ship live animals or products to a customer’s doorstep (e.g., pet stores: Holmberg et al. 2015) and there 176 

are less direct websites that facilitate the transaction of selling wildlife online, but leave it up to the 177 

individuals in the transaction to conduct the exchange (e.g., classifieds: Sung & Fong 2019).  178 

 179 

2.4 Social media 180 

2.4.1 Types of social media content 181 

Social media websites vary in structure and format (Appendix S1; Toivonen et al. 2019). For our 182 

purposes, we categorize content found on social media websites into two categories: consolidated and 183 

unconsolidated. The differences between each category will influence how researchers find relevant 184 

social media content related to wildlife trade. Consolidated social media content includes ‘groups’ 185 

dedicated to a particular purpose (e.g., ornamental orchid traders) where users can share content that is 186 

only viewable by other group members (e.g., Facebook groups). Social media ‘groups’ function similarly 187 

to forum websites. Unconsolidated social media content consists of users posting to the social media 188 

platform at large or to a group of followers. Twitter, for example, is mostly public, where all ‘Tweets’ 189 
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(i.e., posts) are viewable by all users. Some social media websites, such as Facebook, may have both 190 

consolidated and unconsolidated content.  191 

 192 

2.4.2 Finding social media content 193 

Social media websites have their own internal search engine, which searches through content of the 194 

specific social media site. Thus, for consolidated social media content, we recommend adapting our 195 

approach outlined for the surface web (i.e., using search phrases; Section 2.1) for internal search 196 

engines to find relevant social media ‘groups’ (e.g., Siriwat & Nijmans 2020). These ‘groups’ can then be 197 

classified by their relevance (Section 2.3) and considered for monitoring (Section 3). For unconsolidated 198 

social media content, we recommend simply using the internal search engine to search for relevant 199 

posts. The posts returned by the search engine become the data itself (e.g., Xu et al. 2019), where the 200 

‘classification’ and ‘selection’ steps of this guide are skipped (Section 2.3; Section 3). Importantly, many 201 

social media users utilize hashtags (denoted by the number sign: #), which are user-generated tags 202 

relating to the post’s content (e.g., #ivory). Thus, for social media sites, determining what hashtags are 203 

used for a specific context of wildlife trade may yield more relevant search results than keyword phrases 204 

for both consolidated and unconsolidated social media content (e.g., Morgan & Chng 2018).  205 

 206 

APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) may be available for some social media websites, which may 207 

allow for ‘bulk’ searches (i.e., more than one search at once) and streamlined data collection (Section 4). 208 

Filters may be available in advanced search options of internal search engines or in APIs to restrict 209 

search results to certain countries and languages. Finally, social media companies have allowed users to 210 

adjust their privacy settings, so that only their ‘followers’ or a pre-selected group of users can view their 211 

posts. Importantly, content with privacy restrictions may be hidden from the internal search engine or 212 

API results. 213 
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 214 

3. Selecting target sites to monitor  215 

After obtaining the list of candidate websites, the next step is to select which websites to collect data 216 

from (i.e., target websites). This step of the framework is the most subjective and therefore some level 217 

of justification and transparency should be provided when choosing target websites. To make informed 218 

decisions on selecting target websites, metadata on candidate websites can be collected. For surface 219 

websites, one metadata attribute is web traffic statistics, which includes information such as the 220 

number of page views per month (see Appendix S4 for more information). In addition, for any website, 221 

researchers can calculate the average number of posts or listings per day and use this as a proxy for 222 

popularity. Ultimately, researcher discretion is needed to choose target websites, because measures of 223 

website metadata are not available for all candidate websites and project relevance is not always 224 

straightforward to quantify. The number of target websites chosen will vary based on the project aim(s) 225 

and the resources available to collect and clean data (Sections 4 and 5). Again, expert opinion and 226 

communities of practice can provide opinions on what websites are most relevant.  227 

 228 

4. Collecting data from websites 229 

Data collection can occur in one of two main ways: manual or automated. Manual data collection 230 

involves visiting the website and recording what taxa/product is being traded along with desired 231 

associated attributes (e.g., price, location). Automated data collection involves constructing “web 232 

scrapers” to visit the website and extract desired relevant information (Figure 4; Singrodia et al. 2019). 233 

Web scrapers organize the contents of a website into a structured tabular format (for more information 234 

on web scrapers and data storage see Appendix S5). Since each website differs in its underlying 235 

structure, custom web scrapers need to be coded for each website individually. A few highly visited 236 

websites may have APIs that allow for easy collection of data; this is more likely to be the case for social 237 
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media websites (e.g., Twitter; Toivonen et al. 2019). Choosing manual or automated data collection will 238 

depend on how long and how often data is being collected, as it takes technical expertise and time to 239 

build web scrapers, which may not be necessary if the number of target websites is small and the data 240 

collection window is short (e.g., Heinrich et al. 2020). These methods of data collection apply to 241 

websites and content on the deep web (including social media) and dark web, as long as researchers 242 

have access to the website/content (e.g. Cunliffe et al. 2019).  243 

 244 

4.1 Ethical considerations of collecting data from the Internet 245 

Ethics approval is required to collect information from the Internet, especially when personally 246 

identifiable material is collected, including, but not limited to, social media sites (Zimmer 2010). Care 247 

should be taken to ensure de-identified information is used for analyses and subsequent publication 248 

(Harriman & Patel 2014; Sula 2016). Furthermore, ethics approval for collecting data from any deep or 249 

dark web sites will include obtaining a login or approval to join (Tai et al. 2012); since deceit or limited 250 

disclosure of research aims may be required. Also, automated data collection processes (i.e., web 251 

scraping) currently encompasses a legal gray area (Zamora 2019), and thus we encourage researchers to 252 

acquire ethics approval prior to using them. For specific recommendations of ethical practice, refer to 253 

Appendix S6. 254 

 255 

5. Data Cleaning 256 

Data cleaning involves curating each listing (i.e., post or advertisement) for attributes that could not be 257 

automatically extracted, but are required for the analysis, such as species name, quantity, price, or 258 

location. Data cleaning is often a tedious and time-consuming task (Freitas & Curry 2016) and could 259 

possibly be the most time-consuming part of the entire project. The amount of cleaning required will 260 

depend on the structure of the website and will vary by individual website (Appendix S1). For instance, a 261 
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website may have a separate field for species names, while another may just have one free form open 262 

text box where the user can type anything. Our experience with websites involving the wildlife trade is 263 

with the latter, which takes substantially more time to clean. If collecting data manually, simultaneously 264 

cleaning data during collection is possible and likely desirable.  265 

 266 

5.1 Resolving species names 267 

Resolving the species name in a listing or post is one of the most important aspects of data cleaning. 268 

Some pet stores and specialist classifieds websites explicitly state the scientific name while other sites 269 

may mention common names, trade names, or simply supply a photo. For all practical purposes, 270 

identifications down to the rank of species are needed for effective action on conservation, biosecurity, 271 

and crime (Rhyne et al. 2012). Therefore, we recommend identifying the taxa to the most specific 272 

taxonomic level as possible. If pictures are provided, taxonomic experts can aid in species identification. 273 

Yet, pictures may be too poor in quality to properly identify species. In some instances, online traders 274 

may simply not provide enough information in the listing to identify to species level. 275 

 276 

If monitoring many species, we recommend relating the species/taxa name to a taxonomic database 277 

(e.g., GBIF 2020). Doing so will facilitate conformation to taxonomic names by avoiding synonyms and 278 

misspellings (Gallagher et al. 2020). In addition, it will enable the researcher to easily acquire upstream 279 

taxonomy (e.g., Family and Order). We recommend the R package taxize, which automates the 280 

gathering of upstream taxonomy if supplied a scientific name or database identifier for the taxa of 281 

interest (Chamberlain & Szocs 2013). 282 
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Advantages and caveats of web data 283 

The ease of gathering data from the Internet is the main advantage compared to surveying physical 284 

markets or stores, especially if using automated data collection techniques (i.e., web scrapers). 285 

Furthermore, using the Internet could potentially allow for a more complete picture of the trade both 286 

spatially and temporally than would normally be possible for researchers or organizations who have 287 

limited resources for traditional surveys. However, the Internet is not a panacea for monitoring the 288 

wildlife trade and relying on the Internet for data on the wildlife trade has several disadvantages. First, 289 

not all trade occurs nor is observable online (e.g., bushmeat trade; McNamara et al 2019). The degree to 290 

which trade occurs online will depend on the type of trade (i.e., pet, derived products, food, etc.), the 291 

taxa, the country or culture in question (i.e., Internet use varies by country; Pew Research Center 2016), 292 

and possibly by target/consumer group. To the best of our knowledge, there are no estimates of the 293 

ratio of physical versus online trade for any context. Another downside is that it is difficult, if not 294 

impossible, to verify the validity of online listings of wildlife (i.e., fake or scam versus genuine 295 

advertisements). Supplementing data collected online with physical surveys is a more holistic approach 296 

that may be more impactful when considering applied outcomes (e.g., Rowley et al. 2016). 297 

Considerations for the Deep and Dark Web 298 

Currently, wildlife trade on the surface web and indexed deep web (e.g., social media) is extremely 299 

abundant (Sung & Fong 2018; Xu et al. 2020; IFAW 2018). The unindexed deep web, such as private text 300 

messaging apps (e.g., WhatsApp; Facebook Messenger), has remained relatively unexplored until 301 

recently (e.g., Sanchez-Mercado et al. 2020; Setiawan et al. 2019), thus the extent of trade is unknown. 302 

Given the ease of access of private messaging apps and the anonymity they provide, we hypothesize 303 

that trade is also abundant on the unindexed deep web. The dark web remains elusive. While there is 304 

evidence that wildlife is not traded on common dark web marketplaces, this does not discount the 305 
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potential for trade to be occurring elsewhere on the dark web (Roberts & Hernandez-Castro 2017). 306 

Further, future policies enacted in response to conservation, and the criminological and welfare 307 

concerns of wildlife trade, may shift the balance of where wildlife trade occurs on the Internet (Roe et 308 

al. 2020). Specifically, new regulations or improved enforcement of illegal trade can unintentionally 309 

drive trade away from the open and indexed deep web to the unindexed deep web and dark web 310 

(Nijman 2020; Appendix S7), ultimately making it more difficult for researchers to locate wildlife trade 311 

online. 312 

 313 

Websites and content on the deep and dark web present several challenges for researchers. First, 314 

finding websites that trade wildlife on the unindexed deep and dark web is difficult because they are not 315 

accessible by search engines. This is an unfortunate reality for researchers, but reflects an intentional 316 

design to keep this information private. Further, obtaining access to deep and dark websites often 317 

requires researchers to use deceit for successful infiltration. Using deceit requires ethics approval 318 

(Section 4.1) and infiltration requires skills and training that conservation researchers may not have 319 

(e.g., remaining anonymous). Thus, interdisciplinary collaborations with criminologists, sociologists, 320 

computer scientists, and agencies that specialize in infiltrating and tracking cybercrime (e.g., law 321 

enforcement) will be beneficial.   322 

 323 

Automated data cleaning 324 

Automated data cleaning of wildlife trade web data has not been attempted, however, there is potential 325 

from computer science subfields, such as machine learning, to help with cleaning messy data (Lamda et 326 

al. 2019; Norouzzadeh et al. 2020). Tools relevant to wildlife trade websites are image classification and 327 

text classification (e.g., Deep learning and Natural Language Processing: Di Minin et al. 2018; Silge & 328 
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Robinson 2020), which can potentially use images or text to identify certain attributes of a given listing, 329 

such as the species being traded. However, there is a paucity of applications of these tools/fields to web 330 

data of the wildlife trade specifically (Xu et al. 2019). Importantly, underlying all of these machine-331 

learning tools are training sets, which are a representative sample of listings that have been manually 332 

classified by a human(s) for the machine-learning algorithm to use (Lamda et al. 2019). The larger the 333 

training set, the more likely the machine-learning model will perform better (Norouzzadeh et al. 2020). 334 

Importantly, there will always be the need for human data cleaning and labelling. One major barrier to 335 

successful implementation of automated data cleaning tools for wildlife trade data is the number of 336 

species involved in the trade, where research contexts can encompass hundreds to thousands of species 337 

and wildlife parts/derivatives (e.g., Humair et al. 2015).  338 

Conclusions 339 

As more of the global human population shifts to using the Internet, and as ethical and disease concerns 340 

of physical markets arise (Roe et al. 2020), the online trade of wildlife is poised to increase. Thus, the 341 

Internet is, and will continue to be, an invaluable source of data (Lavorgna 2014). Despite the limitations 342 

of data collected from the Internet, there are vast opportunities to inform conservation, biosecurity, and 343 

law enforcement objectives. Current strategies of researchers using small-scale monitoring (i.e., one or 344 

few websites) should continue to provide insight into specific taxa/products contexts (Sung & Fong 345 

2018). With the development of machine learning tools to clean ‘messy’ web data, there will be the 346 

possibility of creating large-scale (i.e., for many websites) automated systems to detect illegal trade to 347 

help inform law enforcement and conservation efforts. Likewise, early risk-screening and rapid response 348 

systems may be possible for invasive species (e.g., Marshall Meyers 2020; Suiter & Sferrazza 2007), 349 

especially for ‘exotic’ animals and ornamental plants whose online trade is commonplace (Lockwood et 350 
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al. 2019; Lenda et al. 2014). Regardless of the ultimate application, our guide can serve as a primer and 351 

starting point to establishing research agendas related to wildlife trade occurring on the Internet.  352 

  353 
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Figures 503 

 504 

Figure 1.  505 

Where wildlife trade occurs on the Internet. Within the Internet, there are three ‘layers’ of where 506 

websites can exist: the surface web, the deep web, and the dark web. As wildlife trade moves to 507 

websites on the deep and dark web, it becomes increasingly obfuscated (denoted by darkening gray 508 

background), making it more difficult for researchers to detect and monitor (Appendix S7).  509 

510 
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 511 
Figure 2.  512 

Flowchart of our guide to using the Internet to monitor and quantify the wildlife trade. Each number 513 

corresponds to a step (and subheading title) described in text. Adjusting our guide to a specific 514 

taxa/product, language, or location will occur in step 2 (Section 2), where search phrases will be tailored 515 

to a specific context (and language) and search engines will be restricted to a particular country. Search 516 

and selection of website/content will vary if exploring social media and other deep web content (Section 517 

2.4). Collecting data is a similar process for all websites regardless of where on the web the website 518 
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exists (Section 4; Figure 1). Cleaning data involves processing the collected data so that is can be 519 

analyzed (e.g., verifying the species traded). Machine learning and natural language processing tools 520 

have the potential to help speed up the data cleaning process.  521 

  522 
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 523 

 524 

Figure 3.  525 

Two hypothetical case studies using the Internet to study wildlife trade. The first (left column) explored 526 

the trade of alien ornamental plants found in online plant shops/nurseries in Australia (i.e., open web; 527 

sensu Lenda et al. 2014). For this study, keywords were generated based on the alien plant species of 528 

interest (along with their scientific and trade names). In addition, qualifiers such as “for sale” or “store” 529 

were added to the keywords to create search phrases for the search engines (See appendix S2 for 530 

details). Next, the search engines (Google and DuckDuckGo) provided a list of candidate websites, from 531 

which a subset were chosen based on inclusion criteria (Section 3) for data collection (designated by 532 
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green checkmark). For this hypothetical, the inclusion criteria were: (1) if the store sold one or more of 533 

the species of interest; and (2) if the store offered to ship plants or seeds interstate. Next, web scrapers 534 

were constructed for each website and data collected on a bi-weekly basis for one year (indicated by 535 

green check marks on calendar). Finally, data cleaning was undertaken. Since data collected from 536 

individual stores/shops tend to be more organized than other types of websites (Appendix S1) data 537 

cleaning was less intensive compared to the next case study (denoted by one hourglass icon). Further, 538 

since this study explored many species, linking each traded taxa to a taxonomic database (e.g., Global 539 

Biodiversity Information Facility: GBIF) facilitated data analysis at the species level (Section 5.1). The 540 

second hypothetical case study (right column) explored the trade of exotic leather boots made from 541 

pangolin skins occurring on social media in the United States (sensu Heinrich et al. 2019). Preliminary 542 

investigation revealed several hashtags were used in sale of pangolin-leather boots. These hashtags 543 

were supplied to the internal search engines of the social media sites (Facebook and Instagram). For this 544 

study, all posts returned from the search engine become the data itself (i.e., unconsolidated social 545 

media content; Section 2.4.2). Data collection occurred every other day since social media content tends 546 

to be updated frequently. Finally, data cleaning took longer for this study because: (i) more listings were 547 

collected compared to stores, and (ii) the listings were structured as open-text boxes, which must be 548 

read and parsed by humans to verify what is being advertised. Natural language processing and 549 

associated tools (i.e., fuzzy string matching) can be used to narrow down the number of listings needed 550 

to be cleaned (e.g., using text classification models to identify and remove irrelevant posts). GBIF logo 551 

credits: https://www.gbif.org.  552 

 553 

  554 

https://www.gbif.org/
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 555 

Figure 4. 556 

Data collection and data storage procedure for websites trading wildlife. Websites have underlying 557 

HTML code that web scrapers can parse to extract relevant information, which can then be stored in a 558 

database or spreadsheet. This process can be repeated for different websites using custom web scraper 559 

code (see Appendix S5 for more information). The frequency with which to collect data will depend on 560 

the nature of the website, including how often the website is updated. If data collection is to occur 561 

frequently, we recommend using automated data collection because manual data collection is laborious 562 

and time consuming. However, there is a trade-off between the resources invested in creating web 563 

scrapers and the quantity of data that will be collected. Chameleon photo credits: Chris Kade. 564 

  565 
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Appendix S1: Types of websites relevant to wildlife trade research 576 

We categorize eight types of websites/platforms, which can be relevant to the wildlife trade, and we 577 

provide select examples (with references) that use each type of website as a data source.  578 

1. Shops/stores are often physical storefronts that have websites where they list the species or 579 

wildlife products they are selling (e.g., pet stores, ornamental plant nurseries, medicinal shops). 580 

Sometimes stores will specify whether they can ship, and to where. Other times the online 581 

stores do not have a physical storefront and are exclusively an online store that ships directly to 582 

consumers. Pet stores and ornamental plant shops reliably provide either scientific names 583 

and/or common names of the species they are selling and their price. In our experience, most 584 

store websites are not updated daily and therefore collecting data weekly or fortnightly can be 585 

appropriate. 586 

Select references 587 

Holmberg RJ, Tlusty MF, Futoma E, Kaufman L, Morris JA, Rhyne AL. 2015. The 800-588 

Pound Grouper in the Room: Asymptotic Body Size and Invasiveness of Marine 589 

Aquarium Fishes. Marine Policy 53:7–12. 590 

Nelufule T, Robertson MP, Wilson JRU, Faulkner KT, Sole C, Kumschick S. 2020. The 591 

threats posed by the pet trade in alien terrestrial invertebrates in South Africa. 592 

Journal for Nature Conservation:125831. 593 

2. Classifieds, including e-commerce websites, are websites where individuals or companies can 594 

post their animal/wildlife/products they wish to trade. They usually appear on screen in reverse 595 

chronological order where the most recent listings appear first. Some classified websites are 596 

exclusive to particular taxa (e.g., only reptiles), while others have separate categories for 597 

multiple taxa (e.g., a bird section and a reptile section), and other sites may not have a distinct 598 

category for any taxa. Classified listings often contain some form of the taxa or product name: 599 
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scientific, common, trade names. However, this will vary by website, by taxa, and by individual 600 

traders. Most classified websites remove listings once they are “sold”. Price is usually provided 601 

by the user and therefore a distribution of prices for a given species or products can be derived. 602 

The location of the sale is usually given as well. For popular classifieds, data collection will likely 603 

be daily or every two to three days. Some classified websites make listings ‘inaccessible’ once 604 

the seller finds a buyer. Therefore, for these types of websites, it’s important to collect data 605 

more frequently in order to capture listings before they are removed. Further, most dark web 606 

marketplaces (i.e., crypto-markets) function nearly identically to surface web classifieds/e-607 

commerce websites. In the US, a popular open-web classifieds website is craigslist 608 

(https://www.craigslist.org) and in Australia there is Gumtree (https://www.gumtree.com.au/).  609 

Select references 610 

Heinrich S, Ross JV, Cassey P. 2019. Of cowboys, fish, and pangolins: US trade in exotic 611 

leather. Conservation Science and Practice 1:e75. 612 

Ye Y-C, Yu W-H, Newman C, Buesching CD, Xu Y, Xiao X, Macdonald DW, Zhou Z-M. 2020. 613 

Effects of regional economics on the online sale of protected parrots and turtles 614 

in China. Conservation Science and Practice n/a:e161. 615 

3. Forums are specialist websites where enthusiasts discuss various aspects of the taxa of interest. 616 

Many forums have a dedicated marketplace subforum where trading occurs. The marketplace 617 

subforums are structurally similar to classified websites. One key difference is that users can 618 

comment below the initial post asking clarifying questions. From these questions it may be 619 

possible to determine if the transaction/sale took place. Another difference is that users of 620 

forums do not typically remove “sold” listings. Either the common, scientific, or trade name is 621 

provided. The location and price are usually provided. Most forums keep an archive of all posts 622 

https://www.craigslist.org/
https://www.gumtree.com.au/
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and don’t remove old posts, therefore regular data collection efforts are less essential compared 623 

to classifieds. 624 

Select reference 625 

Sung Y-H, Fong JJ. 2018. Assessing consumer trends and illegal activity by monitoring the 626 

online wildlife trade. Biological Conservation 227:219–225. 627 

4. Lost and Found websites allow users to report a lost or found pet. They are structurally similar 628 

to classifieds websites. They may provide useful information if exploring invasive species risks. 629 

They are usually only available for highly visible species such as domesticated mammals (cats, 630 

dogs, rabbits), turtles, and birds. The species name (scientific, common, or trade name) as well 631 

as the location and date is usually provided.  632 

Select references 633 

Kikillus KH, Hare KM, Hartley S. 2012. Online trading tools as a method of estimating 634 

propagule pressure via the pet-release pathway. Biological Invasions 14:2657–635 

2664. 636 

Vall-llosera M, Cassey P. 2017. Leaky doors: Private captivity as a prominent source of 637 

bird introductions in Australia. PLOS ONE 12:e0172851. 638 

5. Adoption websites post pet animals that are available for adoption. This is considered the 639 

secondary market for pets. They are structurally similar to classifieds websites. 640 

6. News websites contain news from either print or electronic news companies. For the wildlife 641 

trade, many seizures of illegal wildlife are often reported in the news and may be used as a 642 

source of data.  643 

Select references 644 
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Indraswari K, Friedman RS, Noske R, Shepherd CR, Biggs D, Susilawati C, Wilson C. 2020. 645 

It’s in the news: Characterising Indonesia’s wild bird trade network from media-646 

reported seizure incidents. Biological Conservation 243:108431. 647 

TRAFFIC International (2020) Wildlife Trade Portal. Available at 648 

www.wildlifetradeportal.org.  649 

7. Social media websites vary drastically in their structure and content relating to the wildlife 650 

trade. Broadly, content on social media websites can be separated into: (i) ‘groups’ with a 651 

particular purpose where people can join and (ii) users that post to the social media platform at 652 

large, or to a group of followers (Main text, Section 2.4). Some ‘groups’ focus on trading 653 

particular taxa or products. The posts are similar in structure to forums, except with usually less 654 

organization. Some ‘groups’ are open to the public (e.g., users with a login to the social media 655 

platform can view) and others require an invitation or approval to join (e.g., ‘private’ groups). In 656 

addition, individual stores, breeders, or traders may maintain social media accounts where they 657 

advertise wildlife. Data collection frequency will be similar to that of classifieds. Social media 658 

websites are among the most popularly used websites. Examples of social media websites 659 

investigated for wildlife trade in the primary literature include Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 660 

and YouTube.  661 

Select references 662 

Jensen TJ, Auliya M, Burgess ND, Aust PW, Pertoldi C, Strand J. 2019. Exploring the 663 

international trade in African snakes not listed on CITES: highlighting the role of 664 

the internet and social media. Biodiversity and Conservation 28:1–19. 665 

Kitson, H., & Nekaris, K. A. I. (2017). Instagram-fuelled illegal slow loris trade uncovered 666 

in Marmaris, Turkey. Oryx, 51(3), 394. 667 

file:///C:/Users/lewismitchell1984/Library/Group%20Containers/3L68KQB4HG.group.com.readdle.smartemail/databases/messagesData/1/86950/www.wildlifetradeportal.org
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Measey J, Basson A, Rebelo AD, Nunes AL, Vimercati G, Louw M, Mohanty NP. 2019. 668 

Why Have a Pet Amphibian? Insights From YouTube. Frontiers in Ecology and 669 

Evolution 7. Frontiers. Available from 670 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fevo.2019.00052/full  671 

Van TP, Luu VQ, Tien TV, Leprince B, Khanh LTT, Luiselli L. 2019. Longitudinal monitoring 672 

of turtle trade through Facebook in Vietnam. The Herpetological Journal 29:48–673 

56. 674 

Xu Q, Li J, Cai M, Mackey TK. 2019. Use of Machine Learning to Detect Wildlife Product 675 

Promotion and Sales on Twitter. Frontiers in Big Data 2. Available from 676 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fdata.2019.00028/full (accessed 677 

February 14, 2020). 678 

8. Private messaging apps including WhatsApp and Facebook messenger (among others) are 679 

dedicated apps/platform for instant messaging between two or more people. Search engines do 680 

not index private messaging apps, so it is not possible to find individual chats using the Internet. 681 

The type of information provided about traded taxa in private messaging is likely similar to 682 

classifieds and forums. Once access is granted to a private messaging group, exporting a ‘log’ of 683 

the entire chat is a commonly available feature, thus negating the need for web scrapers.  684 

Select references 685 

Sánchez‐Mercado A, Cardozo‐Urdaneta A, Moran L, Ovalle L, Arvelo MÁ, Morales‐686 

Campos J, Coyle B, Braun MJ, Rodríguez‐Clark KM. 2020. Social network analysis 687 

reveals specialized trade in an Endangered songbird. Animal Conservation 688 

23:132–144. 689 
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Stoner, S & Shepherd, C. 2020. Using intelligence to tackle the criminal elements of the 690 

illegal trade in Indian Star Tortoises Geochelone elegans in Asia. Global Ecology 691 

and Conservation. 23. e01097. 10.1016/j.gecco.2020.e01097. 692 

693 
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Appendix S2:  Table of search phrases from an example study 694 

We provide a table of keywords used to generate search phrases for an example study quantifying the 695 

exotic pet trade in three countries (United States, United Kingdom, and Australia). The “taxa” column 696 

refers to the taxa of interest; the “location” refers to our target locations, and “website type” refers to 697 

the website types of interest. We obtained the search phrases by performing all combinations of “taxa”, 698 

“location”, and “website type”, using the follow search phrase templates: 699 

1. Buy {taxa} {location} 700 

2. {taxa} for sale OR purchase {location} 701 

3. {taxa} {website type} {location} 702 

 703 

Taxa 
 

Location 
 

Website Type 
 

freshwater aquarium fish 
 

United States 
 

Forum 
 

marine aquarium fish 
 

United Kingdom 
 

Store 
 

pet birds 
 

Australia 
 

Breeder 
 

exotic pet reptiles 
 

 Adoption 
 

exotic pet amphibians 
 

 Classifieds 
 

 704 

  705 
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Appendix S3: Further information on search engines 706 

Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) 707 

Certain search engines offer APIs, which can automate the search process by iterating over each search 708 

phrase using computer programming (e.g., Bing: Thelwall and Sud 2012). Currently, Microsoft’s search 709 

engine, Bing, offers an API (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-au/services/cognitive-services/bing-web-710 

search-api/) while Google does not.  711 

 712 

Some websites do not appear in search engines 713 

Some surface websites can opt out of appearing on search engines (Carl Drott et al. 2002), so if a 714 

website is known to be important, but does not appear in the search engine results it may still be worth 715 

considering it as a candidate website. Checking a website’s “robots.txt” file will reveal if they have opted 716 

out of appearing on search engines (https://technicalseo.com/tools/robots-txt/).  717 

 718 

Choosing a cutoff point 719 

Search engines return millions of URLs per search. Thus, choosing a cutoff point to stop recording 720 

resultant URLs is important to optimize search effort. While there can be various methods of choosing a 721 

cutoff point, it is important that the chosen method is transparent and repeatable. One semi-722 

quantitative method to decide a cutoff point can be to explore the cumulative proportion of relevant 723 

results as a function of cutoff point. The point at which the curve flattens, or begins to flatten, can be 724 

considered an optimal cutoff point.  725 
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Appendix S4: Further information on web traffic statistics 733 

Many websites have web traffic statistics (i.e., metadata) that have been recorded by third party 734 

companies. For a given website, these traffic statistics can include: the number of page views per 735 

month, the rank/popularity, the country where the website is most popular, and more. One provider of 736 

website metadata is Amazon Alexa Web Information Services (https://www.alexa.com/siteinfo), which 737 

also has an API (https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/B07Q71HJ3H?ref_=srh_res_product_title). 738 

There are a couple of caveats to using web traffic statistics. First is that traffic statistics are calculated for 739 

the entire website (i.e., website domain). If the website’s only purpose is to trade the target taxa, then 740 

this will not be an issue (i.e., online pet store). However, for many websites, there are other reasons 741 

people visit the website than to trade the target taxa. For example, the web traffic statistics for eBay, a 742 

popular American e-commerce marketplace, would pertain to all trade on eBay and would therefore be 743 

unrepresentative of the specific trade. This makes it difficult to compare traffic statistics between 744 

websites. In addition, it’s important to note that web traffic statistics are not available for all websites. 745 

Given these caveats, we recommend using web traffic data as only one line of evidence in choosing a 746 

target website.  747 

 748 
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Appendix S5: Detailed information on web scrapers and data storage 750 

Background on web scrapers 751 

Web scrapers are computer code that convert unstructured web data into a structured data format (i.e., 752 

tabular data format; Singrodia et al. 2019). Coding web scrapers involves technical expertise (Mitchell 753 

2018). Outside of learning to code their own web scrapers, researchers may hire data scientists or 754 

contractors to code web scrapers. There are several open-source programming languages that can be 755 

used to code web scrapers. Some examples include the language Python with libraries bs4 756 

(https://www.crummy.com/software/BeautifulSoup/), requests (Chandra & Varanasi 2015), and 757 

selenium (https://selenium-python.readthedocs.io/). Web scraping is possible in other programming 758 

languages including R with the packages RSelenium (Harrison 2020) or rvest (Wickham 2019). In 759 

addition, there are “no code” web scrapers, which is “point and click” software that facilitates building 760 

of web scrapers without knowledge of programming (de S Sirisuriya 2015). Since web scrapers rely on 761 

the underlying HTML of a website, if a website changes its HTML structure (i.e., an update in the website 762 

layout), the web scraper may ‘break’ and will need to be updated. There must be a separate custom web 763 

scraper coded for each target website (Mitchell 2018; Holmberg et al 2015). In addition to tabular text 764 

data, web scrapers can also be programmed to download images.  765 

 766 

Web scrapers can cause ‘harm’ to the targeted website because they take up bandwidth on the 767 

website’s server (Zamora 2019). Care should be taken not to overwhelm the targeted website with the 768 

web scraper by spacing out visits to the website (i.e., a few seconds between navigating pages). Some 769 

websites specify the amount of time to ‘wait’ in between visits in their “robots.txt” file (called crawl-770 

delay). Spacing out visits is especially important in web scraper development. Some websites may have 771 

an auto block feature, where they will block an IP address if too many visits occur in a short amount of 772 

time. 773 

https://www.crummy.com/software/BeautifulSoup/
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 774 

Running web scrapers takes computing resources, however, most modern computers can handle 775 

running several web scrapers simultaneously without issues. Alternatively, setting up web scrapers to 776 

run on a cloud server or a separate dedicated computer may be desirable. If the data collection is 777 

recurrent, then establishing a system to schedule web scrapers to run at regular intervals is possible 778 

through built-in software available on all popular computer operating systems (Windows: Task 779 

Scheduler, Mac/Linux: cron).  780 

 781 

Data storage 782 

Data collected by web scrapers must be stored in a way that is retrievable for cleaning and subsequent 783 

analysis. Data storage can be achieved by using spreadsheets or databases (i.e., Database Management 784 

Systems such as MySQL). The choice is dependent on the researcher’s familiarity with either, and the 785 

frequency or total number of data collection events to be stored. Regardless of the data storage 786 

technique, since the fields or columns will likely differ between websites, the researcher will need to 787 

organize and collate data for each website separately.  788 

 789 

Duplicated listings 790 

Determining and marking duplicated listings is an important post data-collection step. Detecting 791 

duplicates can be achieved by selecting a column(s) to search for duplicates. If more than one row 792 

contains the exact value for the selected column(s) then it can be labelled as a duplicate. For instance, 793 

for a pet store, a researcher may decide that if two or more listings share the exact title and exact text 794 

description, they are duplicates. Other rules/assumptions can be made depending on the specific 795 

website. Labelling unique listings with a unique identifier can help to integrate the raw data with the 796 

data cleaning. 797 
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Appendix S6: Recommendations for ethical practice of wildlife e-commerce surveillance 821 

Minimizing harm to research participants (i.e., Internet users) is a key ethical consideration when 822 

conducting online surveillance (Buchanan 2010). Additionally, it may also be important to protect the 823 

identity of researchers, as wildlife trade activity may at times involve criminal behavior (e.g., Décary-824 

Hétu & Aldridge 2015). Thus, we recommend researchers follow the following ethical practices: 825 

• Compliance with legislation and acquiring ethics approval. Approval from relevant ethics 826 

committees should always be obtained prior to conducting research and projects should be 827 

planned with consideration of relevant legislation (e.g., Australian Government 2020). 828 

• De-identification of identifiable/re-identifiable data. Some data collected by researchers can 829 

be used to identify an individual person (i.e., identifiable data). This data will require de-830 

identification in order to maintain anonymity of the participants and thus minimize any 831 

potential harm to them. Types of data that require de-identification include (but are not limited 832 

to): names of participants, user names of participants, age of participants, and locations of 833 

online posts (e.g., street address or even postcode). The ease with which data can be de-834 

identified will be largely dependent on the structure of a given website. For example, some sites 835 

may have a specific field for usernames, which will be straightforward to de-identify after data 836 

collection. In other instances, identifiable information may be present in an unstructured 837 

manner in free-form text boxes. This presents a much greater logistical challenge, especially if 838 

researchers are collecting large quantities of data that cannot feasibly be manually processed. 839 

Finally, in some instances, it is worth considering de-identification of the name of the website(s), 840 

group(s), or platform(s) where researchers are collecting data from (e.g., Hinsley et al. 2016). 841 

Doing so will preserve researcher anonymity and may prevent future behavioral changes of 842 

participants (e.g., switching to trading on a more secure website: Appendix S7).    843 
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• Secure storage of research data. Data should be stored in a secure manner with transparency 844 

around which researchers, institutions or third parties will be granted access to data with 845 

different levels of de-identification (Samuel and Buchanan 2020). It is important to consider 846 

optimal ways to store ‘big data’ while maintaining security (e.g., cloud-based storage; Buchanan 847 

and Ess 2016). Consideration of data storage should also extend beyond the anticipated lifespan 848 

of any given research project. 849 

• Consideration of limited disclosure of research. Whether or not researchers can ethically justify 850 

the decision to withhold or partially withhold disclosure of their identity or research aims and 851 

methodology is highly context dependent. Given the number and potential anonymity of 852 

website users whose wildlife trade activity may be monitored, it would be logistically unfeasible 853 

to contact everyone in a manner that preserves their identity. However, the same cannot 854 

necessarily be said for contacting website administrators or subsite moderators. In fact, for deep 855 

web platforms, contact may be necessary in order to gain access to a particular subsection of a 856 

website (such as a subforum). It should be noted that such contact may induce changes in 857 

wildlife trade behavior that would reduce the value of surveillance research (e.g., individuals 858 

who would otherwise participate in illegal trade may choose to do so in an undetectable manner 859 

if they are aware that research is taking place). Therefore, the importance of outcomes likely to 860 

result from research must be weighed against the importance of gaining consent from research 861 

participants. 862 
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Appendix S7: Consequences of regulations 883 

As more concerns around the wildlife trade emerge (e.g., ethical, disease risk, etc.), governments may 884 

impose stricter laws around the online trade of wildlife and/or companies may impose stricter self-885 

regulations of their own websites (Roe et al. 2020). Previous research on trade bans suggest that stricter 886 

regulations can have unintended consequences, such as increasing or redirecting trade instead of 887 

eliminating it (Challender et al. 2015). Thus, we hypothesize that as regulations around wildlife trade 888 

become stricter for the open and indexed deep web, traders will likely move to the either the unindexed 889 

deep web (e.g., private messaging apps) or potentially the dark web to avoid detection. One recent 890 

incident highlights this possibility. Facebook recently implemented a ban on the sale of animals (live and 891 

derived parts) on its website 892 

(https://www.facebook.com/policies/commerce/prohibited_content/animals). The efficacy of the ban 893 

in reducing trade on Facebook has not been evaluated; however, trade did not stop on Facebook 894 

because of the ban (Nijman 2020). Instead, users adjusted how they advertised wildlife, presumably to 895 

avoid detection. Users started using code names or acronyms for species and stopped including asking 896 

prices (Nijman 2020; author’s personal observations). Further, users directed all questions about the 897 

advertisement to a private chat (Facebook messenger: Nijman 2020; author’s personal observations). In 898 

this case, the result of stricter regulations served to decrease the amount of available information for 899 

researchers. We note that while stricter regulations may decrease information available to researchers, 900 

regulations may have the intended consequence of reducing trade overall.  901 
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